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STOCHASTIC HOMOGENIZATION OF A CLASS OF NONCONVEX
VISCOUS HJ EQUATIONS IN ONE SPACE DIMENSION
ANDREA DAVINI AND ELENA KOSYGINA
Abstract. We prove homogenization for a class of nonconvex viscous Hamilton-Jacobi
equations in stationary ergodic random environment in one space dimension. The re-
sult concerns Hamiltonians of the form Gppq ` V px, ωq, where the nonlinearity G is a
minimum of two or more convex functions with the same absolute minimum, and the
potential V is a stationary process satisfying an additional “valley and hill” condition
introduced earlier by A.Yilmaz and O. Zeitouni [27]. Our approach is based on PDE
methods and does not rely on representation formulas for solutions. Using only compari-
son with suitably constructed super- and sub- solutions, we obtain tight upper and lower
bounds for solutions with linear initial data x ÞÑ θx. Another important ingredient is a
general result of P.Cardaliaguet and P.E. Souganidis [11] which guarantees the existence
of sublinear correctors for all θ outside “flat parts” of effective Hamiltonians associated
with the convex functions from which G is built. We derive crucial derivative estimates
for these correctors which allow us to use them as correctors for G.
1. Introduction
We are interested in proving a homogenization result as εÑ 0` for a viscous Hamilton-
Jacobi (HJ) equation of the form
Btuε “ εa
´x
ε
, ω
¯
B2xxuε `GpBxuεq ` βV
´x
ε
, ω
¯
, pt, xq P p0,`8q ˆ R, (1.1)
where G : R Ñ R belongs to a certain class of continuous, nonconvex and coercive func-
tions. Dependence on a realization of random environment ω enters through the diffusion
coefficient apx, ωq and potential V px, ωq which are assumed to be stationary with respect
to shifts in x and Lipschitz continuous with a constant independent of ω. Moreover, we
suppose that a and V take values in r0, 1s and with probability 1
ess inf
xPR
V px, ωq “ 0 and ess sup
xPR
V px, ωq “ 1. (1.2)
Thus, the parameter β ě 0 represents the “magnitude” of the potential V . For a complete
set of conditions on the coefficients and precise statements of our results, we refer to
Section 2.
We shall say that the equation (1.1) homogenizes if there exists a continuous function
HβpGq : R Ñ R called effective Hamiltonian and a set Ω0 of probability 1 such that for
every ω P Ω0 and every uniformly continuous function g on R, the solution uε of (1.1)
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satisfying uεp0, ¨, ωq “ g converges locally uniformly on r0,`8q ˆ R as ε Ñ 0` to the
unique solution u of the (deterministic) effective equation
Btu`HβpGqpBxuq “ 0 in p0,`8q ˆ R (1.3)
satisfying up0, ¨q “ g. Solutions to all PDEs considered in this paper are understood in the
viscosity sense. We refer the reader to [9, 10,12] for details on viscosity solution theory.
To put our results in a broader context, we shall first briefly review the existing literature
on non-convex homogenization of viscous HJ equations.
1.1. Literature review. Equation (1.1) belongs to a general class of viscous HJ equations
of the form
Btuε “ ε tr
´
A
´x
ε
, ω
¯
D2xxu
¯
`H
´
Dxu,
x
ε
, ω
¯
, pt, xq P p0,8q ˆ Rd, (1.4)
where the non-negative definite diffusion matrix Apx, ωq and the Hamiltonian Hpp, x, ωq
are stationary under the shifts by x P Rd and satisfy some regularity and growth assump-
tions.
For homogenization results concerning viscous HJ equation (1.4) with convex (with re-
spect to p) Hamiltonians in the stationary ergodic setting under various sets of assumptions
we refer the reader to [2, 3, 5, 20–22,24,25] and references therein.
Recently it was shown by counterexamples for Hpp, x, ωq “ Gppq ` V px, ωq, first for
inviscid (i.e. with A ” 0) HJ equations, [17, 28], and then also for viscous HJ equations
with A ” const, [16], that in two or more space dimensions a strict local saddle point of
G and a specially “tuned” potential in a very slowly mixing1 random environment can
prevent homogenization. It is not known whether the absence of saddle points and/or fast
mixing (or even finite range dependence) conditions on the environment would allow to
get a general homogenization result. To date, there exist several classes of examples of
homogenization for HJ equations with non-convex Hamiltonians in the stationary ergodic
setting for all d ě 1, [1,4,7,11,17,19,26], but an overall picture is far from being complete.
Among these examples the viscous case is considered only in [1] and [11, Corollary 3.9].
Key assumptions in the last two references which facilitate homogenization are:
[1]: homogeneity of degree α ą 1 of the Hamiltonian with respect to p;
[11]: homogeneity of degrees 0 and 1 in p of the diffusion matrix App, x, ωq and Hamil-
tonian Hpp, x, ωq respectively and radial symmetry of the joint law of pA,Hq.
We refer to the original papers for precise statements.
However, for d “ 1, equations of the form (1.4) with A ” 0 in stationary ergodic
environments are known to homogenize without any additional mixing conditions, [8,18].
A cornerstone tool used in these papers is the homogenization result for level-set convex
Hamiltonians, [4]. The last result covers all d ě 1. Its proof crucially uses the assumption
that the original equation is of the first order and does not extend to the viscous case.
Nevertheless it is hard to imagine that addition of a viscous term (especially a uniformly
elliptic A) can turn a homogenizable HJ equation into a non-homogenizable one (under a
standard set of assumptions). Thus, further attempts are necessary to resolve the issue
even in the one-dimensional case.
For d “ 1, apart from already mentioned works [1,11], there are other classes of examples
of homogenization for viscous HJ, [14, 23, 27]. In [14, Section 4] the authors have shown
homogenization of (1.4) with Hpx, p, ωq which are “pinned” at one or several points on
the p-axis and convex in each interval in between. For example, for every α ą 1 the
1polynomially mixing of order 1, [28, Section 3.1]
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Hamiltonian Hpp, x, ωq “ |p|α ´ cpx, ωq|p| is pinned at p “ 0 (i.e. Hp0, x, ωq ” const) and
convex in p on each of the two intervals p´8, 0q and p0,`8q.
Clearly, adding a non-constant potential breaks the pinning property. In particular,
homogenization of equation (1.4), where d “ 1, A ” const ą 0,
Hpp, x, ωq :“ 1
2
|p|2 ´ cpx, ωq|p| ` βV px, ωq, 0 ă cpx, ωq ď C, and β ą 0 (1.5)
remained an open problem even when cpx, ωq ” c ą 0. The authors of [27] introduced a
novel hill and valley condition on V (see (V2) in Section 2) and were able to handle the
case cpx, ωq ” const ą 0 in the discrete setting of controlled random walks in a random
potential on Z. This work paved out the way for [23] which gave a proof of homogenization
for (1.4) with A ” 1{2 and H as in (1.5) with cpx, ωq ” c ą 0, retaining the hill and valley
condition.2 The case when both cpx, ωq and V px, ωq in (1.5) are non-constant is still open.
1.2. Discussion of the main results. The current paper presents new results on homog-
enization of (1.1) with non-convex G which considerably extend those in [23]. Moreover, it
gives a much simpler proof which does not rely on Hopf-Cole transformation or stochastic
control representation of solutions and is based solely on PDE techniques.
Let us recall that [23] considered the equation (1.1) where a ” 1{2 and
Gppq “ pG` ^G´qppq “ 1
2
|p|2 ´ c|p| “ min
"
1
2
|p|2 ´ cp, 1
2
|p|2 ` cp
*
(1.6)
assuming that the potential V is sufficiently regular, satisfies (1.2) and the already men-
tioned hill and valley condition. Theorem 2.1 of our paper (see Section 2) establishes
homogenization for (1.1) with a (possibly degenerate) Lipschitz continuous diffusion coef-
ficient a : RˆΩÑ r0, 1s and G “ G` ^G´, where G˘ are convex and coercive functions
with minG` “ minG´ satisfying fairly general assumptions. Theorem 2.3 extends this
result to G which is the minimum of any finite number of such functions as long as all of
them have the same absolute minimum. The conditions imposed on V are essentially the
same as in [23].
Even though our general strategy is analogous to that of [23], the technical realization is
different and includes significant shortcuts. Just as in [14,23], an application of [14, Lemma
4.1] reduces the proof of homogenization to showing that for every θ P R
H
L
β pGqpθq :“ lim inf
εÑ0`
uεθp1, 0, ωq “ lim sup
εÑ0`
uεθp1, 0, ωq “: HUβ pGqpθq P-a.s., (1.7)
where uεθ is the solution of (1.1) with initial condition u
ε
θp0, x, ωq “ θx. As in [23], we
first establish tight upper and lower bounds for the deterministic functions HLβ pGq,HUβ pGq
defined above. This is obtained by constructing suitable sub- and super- solutions for
equation (1.1) and by comparing them with the solutions uεθ, where we only exploit well
known comparison principles and Lipschitz estimates for solutions of (1.1). The proof does
not depend on explicit formulas and does not involve stochastic analysis. It is technically
much simpler than that in [23].
The proof of (1.7) for θ outside the intervals where the effective Hamiltonian is constant
depends on construction of sublinear correctors associated with G˘ and on establishing
suitable gradient bounds for these correctors, which allow us to use them as correctors asso-
ciated with G. In [23], such properties were established by direct computation since, due to
2It should be noted that valley and hill condition does not imply fast mixing. For examples and
discussion of this condition we refer to [23, Example 1.3] and [27, Example 1.3].
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the special form of the nonlinearity in (1.6), the authors were able to represent the correc-
tors via the Feynman-Kac formula. In our more general setting, the existence of sublinear
correctors for G˘ follows from a recent result of P. Cardaliaguet and P. E. Souganidis [11],
while the bounds on their derivatives are consequence of suitable comparison principles
for the associated viscous HJ equation that we prove in the Appendix. The construction
in [11] provides sublinear correctors which, in general, are not expected to have stationary
gradient. Nevertheless, this is true here and it is due to the fact that sublinear solutions of
the corresponding viscous HJ equation are unique up to additive constants, as we show in
the Appendix. This remark is included in the statement of Proposition 5.1, even though
this stationarity property is not used in our proof of the homogenization result.
Our second result, Theorem 2.3, extends this homogenization result to G which is the
minimum of three or more convex functions with same absolute minimum. The argument
is new. It is based on the crucial remark that if G is the minimum of two convex functions
with same absolute minimum, then homogenization commutes with convexification, see
Section 7.
1.3. Outline of the paper. Precise conditions and statements of the main results, The-
orem 2.1 and Theorem 2.3, are given in Section 2. Section 3 presents several basic facts
which are used throughout the paper. Upper and lower bounds on the effective Hamilton-
ian are derived in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to construction of sublinear correctors
and derivative estimates. The proofs of the two main theorems are given in Sections 6 and
7. The necessary PDE results are collected in the Appendix.
Remark 1.1. Below we sometimes refer to “known results in stationary ergodic homoge-
nization”. The results we have in mind are for convex Hamiltonians. They are contained in
many papers cited at the beginning of Section 1.1. However, it is probably most convenient
to refer to [5] if necessary, as all our assumptions are satisfied in the setting of [5].
2. Main results
Let Ω be a Polish space, F be the σ-algebra of Borel subsets of Ω, and P be a complete
probability measure on pΩ,Fq. We shall denote by B the Borel σ-algebra on R and equip
the product space Rˆ Ω with the product σ-algebra B b F .
We assume that P is invariant under the action of a one-parameter group pτxqxPR of
transformations τx : Ω Ñ Ω. More precisely, we suppose that the mapping px, ωq ÞÑ τxω
from RˆΩ to Ω is measurable, τ0 “ id, τx`y “ τx˝τy for all x, y P R, and P
`
τxpEq
˘ “ PpEq
for every E P F and x P R. We also require that the action by pτxqxPR is ergodic, i.e.
that any measurable function f : ΩÑ R such that fpτxωq “ fpωq a.s. in Ω for every fixed
x P R is a.s. constant.
A random process f : R ˆ Ω Ñ R is said to be stationary with respect to the shifts
pτxqxPR if fpx` y, ωq “ fpx, τyωq for all x, y P R and ω P Ω.
Let us consider the unscaled version of (1.1) (i.e. with ε “ 1)
Btu “ apx, ωqB2xxu`GpBxuq ` βV px, ωq in p0,`8q ˆ R. (2.1)
We shall make the following assumptions on the stationary processes a, V : RˆΩÑ r0, 1s.
For some κ P p0,`8q,
(A) ap¨, ωq : RÑ r0, 1s is κ–Lipschitz continuous for all ω P Ω;
(V1) V p¨, ωq : RÑ r0, 1s is κ–Lipschitz continuous for all ω P Ω.
In addition, we shall suppose that V under P satisfies the hill and valley condition:
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(V2) for every h P p0, 1q and y ą 0
P ptr´y, ys is an h-valleyuq ą 0, P ptr´y, ys is an h-hilluq ą 0,
where an interval I is said to be an h-valley (resp. h-hill) if V px, ωq 6 h (resp.
V px, ωq > h) for every x P I.
Next, we introduce the family H pγ, α0, α1q of continuous functions G : RÑ R satisfying
the following conditions, for fixed constants α0, α1 ą 0 and γ ą 1:
(G1) α0|p|γ ´ 1{α0 6 Gppq 6 α1p|p|γ ` 1q for all x, p P R;
(G2) |Gppq ´Gpqq| 6 α1 p|p| ` |q| ` 1qγ´1 |p´ q| for all p, q P R.
The above assumptions guarantee well posedness in UCpr0,`8qˆRq of the Cauchy prob-
lem for parabolic equation (2.1) as well as suitable Lipschitz estimates for solutions of (2.1)
with linear initial data, see Theorem A.2 and Proposition A.3 in Section A.2. They will
be also used to show that condition (H) in [11] is fulfilled, see the proof of Proposition 5.1.
We stress that our results hold (with the same proofs) under any other set of assumptions
apt to ensure the same kind of PDE results.
Since functions from H pγ, α0, α1q are bounded from below in view of (G1), in the sequel
without loss of generality we shall always assume that G is non-negative.
As stated in the introduction, we shall prove homogenization for the rescaled version
(1.1) of equation (2.1) for a class of nonconvex functions G in H pγ, α0, α1q. With a slight
abuse of terminology, in the sequel we shall say that equation (2.1) homogenizes if the
rescaled equation (1.1) homogenizes.
For given c` > c´ in R, letG
`, G´ : RÑ r0,`8q be convex functions from H pγ, α0, α1q
with G`pc`q “ G´pc´q “ 0. Let us furthermore assume that there exists p P rc´, c`s such
that
pG´ ^G`qppq “ G´ppq if p ă p, pG´ ^G`qppq “ G`ppq if p > p.
By well-known results in stationary ergodic homogenization, the equation (2.1) with G :“
G˘ homogenizes and the effective Hamiltonian HβpG˘q is convex. We shall prove that
equation (2.1) homogenizes for G :“ G´ ^G` as well. The precise statement is given in
the next theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let V : R ˆ Ω Ñ r0,`8q be a stationary potential satisfying (V1)–(V2)
and let G`, G´ : RÑ r0,`8q be convex functions as above. Then the viscous HJ equation
(2.1) with G :“ G´ ^ G` homogenizes and the effective Hamiltonian HβpG´ ^ G`q can
be characterized as follows:
(a) (Strong potential) if β > pG´ ^G`qppq, then
HβpG´ ^G`qpθq “
$’&’%
HβpG`qpθq if θ ą c`
β if c´ 6 θ 6 c`
HβpG´qpθq if θ ă c´;
(b) (Weak potential) if β ă pG´ ^G`qppq, then
HβpG´ ^G`qpθq “
$’&’%
HβpG`qpθq if θ ą θ`
pG´ ^G`qppq if θ´ 6 θ 6 θ`
HβpG´qpθq if θ ă θ´,
where θ` (resp. θ´) is the unique solution in rp, c`s (resp. rc´, ps) of the equation
HβpG`qpθq “ pG´ ^G`qppq presp. HβpG´qpθq “ pG´ ^G`qppq q.
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Remark 2.2. As we shall see, HβpG˘q > β on R and HβpG´qpc´q “ HβpG`qpc`q “ β,
see Proposition 3.1. Hence, item (a) above amounts to saying that HβpG´ ^ G`q is
the lower convex envelope of the functions HβpG`q and HβpG´q. “Convexification” of
the effective Hamiltonian in the strong potential case has been already observed in the
non-viscous case, see [7, 8, 26].
Our second result generalizes Theorem 2.1 to Hamiltonians which can be represented as
a minimum of more than two convex Hamiltonians. More precisely, let n P N with n ě 2
and G0, G1, . . . , Gn P Hpγ, α0, α1q be convex non-negative functions such that G0pc0q “
G1pc1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Gnpcnq “ 0 for some c0 ă c1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă cn and, for each i P t0, 1, . . . , n´ 1u,
pGi ^Gi`1qppq “ Gippq if p ă pi,i`1, pGi ^Gi`1qppq “ Gi`1ppq if p ě pi,i`1
for some pi,i`1 P pci, ci`1q.
Theorem 2.3. Let V : R ˆ Ω Ñ r0,`8q be a stationary potential satisfying (V1)–(V2)
and let G0, G1, . . . , Gn : RÑ r0,`8q be convex functions as above, with n ě 2. Then the
viscous HJ equation (2.1) with G :“ G0 ^ G1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ Gn homogenizes and the effective
Hamiltonian HβpG0 ^G1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^Gnq is given by the following formula:
HβpG0 ^G1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^Gnqpθq “ min
iPt1,2,...,nu
HβpGi´1 ^Giqpθq (2.2)
“
$’’&’’%
HβpG0 ^G1qpθq, if θ ď c1;
HβpGi´1 ^Giqpθq, if ci´1 ă θ ď ci, i P t2, 3, . . . , n´ 1u;
HβpGn´1 ^Gnqpθq, if θ ą cn´1.
(2.3)
3. Preliminaries
For a given G P H pγ, α0, α1q, let us denote by uθ the unique Lipschitz solution to (2.1)
with initial condition uθp0, xq “ θx on R, and define the following deterministic quantities,
defined almost surely in Ω:
H
U
β pGqpθq :“ lim sup
tÑ`8
uθpt, 0, ωq
t
, HLβ pGqpθq :“ lim inf
tÑ`8
uθpt, 0, ωq
t
.
Observe that, if we denote by uεθ the solution of (1.1) with initial condition u
ε
θp0, x, ωq “ θx
then we have uεθpt, x, ωq “ εuθpt{ε, x{ε, ωq. Thus, the above definition of HLβ pGqpθq and
HUβ pGqpθq is consistent with the one given in (1.7).
In view of [14, Lemma 4.1] and Proposition A.3, in order to prove homogenization it
is enough to show that HUβ pGqpθq “ HLβ pGqpθq for every θ P R. In this instance, their
common value will be denoted by HβpGqpθq. The function HβpGq : RÑ R is the effective
Hamiltonian associated to G.
The following holds:
Proposition 3.1. Let G P H pγ, α0, α1q. Then
(i) HUβ pGqpθq > HLβ pGqpθq > α0|θ|γ ´ 1{α0 for all θ P R;
(ii) HLβ pGqpθq > β for every θ P R;
(iii) for every θ P R, the functions β ÞÑ HLβ pGqpθq and β ÞÑ HUβ pGqpθq are nondecreasing
and Lipschitz continuous with respect to β ą 0;
(iv) if Gp0q “ 0, then HLβ pGqp0q “ HUβ pGqp0q “ β.
If, in addition, G is convex, then HLβ pGqpθq “ HUβ pGqpθq “: HβpGqpθq for all θ P R, and
the function HβpGq : RÑ R is convex.
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Proof. Throughout the proof, we will denote by uθ the solution of (2.1) with initial con-
dition uθp0, xq “ θx.
(i) The first inequality follows by the very definition of HLβ pGq and HUβ pGq. To prove
the second inequality, set αphq :“ α0|h|γ ´ 1{α0 and note that the function vθpt, xq :“
θx ` αp|θ|qt is a subsolution of (2.1) with vθp0, xq “ θx. By applying the comparison
principle stated in Proposition A.1 to the functions vθpt, xq ´ θx and uθpt, xq ´ θx we get
H
L
β pGqpθq “ lim inf
tÑ`8
uθpt, 0, ωq
t
> lim inf
tÑ`8
vθpt, 0, ωq
t
“ αp|θ|q.
(ii) The assertion is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.1 below.
(iii) We prove the assertion for HLβ pGq only, the argument for HUβ pGq being analogous.
Let β1, β2 P p0,`8q and denote by ui the solution of (2.1) with β “ βi satisfying uip0, xq “
θx in R. Then
Btu1 6 apx, ωqB2xxu1 `GpBxu1q ` β2V px, ωq ` |β1 ´ β2| in p0,`8q ˆR.
This means that u1´|β1´β2|t is a subsolution of (2.1) with β :“ β2 and initial condition
θx. By comparison we infer u2 > u1 ´ |β1 ´ β2|t, hence
H
L
β2
pGqpθq “ lim inf
tÑ`8
u2pt, 0, ωq
t
> lim inf
tÑ`8
u1pt, 0, ωq ´ |β1 ´ β2|t
t
“ HLβ1pGqpθq ´ |β1 ´ β2|.
By interchanging the role of β1 and β2 we infer
ˇˇ
HLβ1
pGqpθq ´HLβ2pGqpθq
ˇˇ
6 |β1 ´ β2|.
If β1ěβ2, we furthermore have
Btu1 > apx, ωqB2xxu1 `GpBxu1q ` β2V px, ωq, in p0,`8q ˆR.
meaning that u1 is a supersolution of (2.1) with β :“ β2. By comparison we infer u2 6 u1,
hence
H
L
β2
pGqpθq “ lim inf
tÑ`8
u2pt, 0, ωq
t
6 lim inf
tÑ`8
u1pt, 0, ωq
t
“ HLβ1pGqpθq,
yielding the claimed monotonicity of β ÞÑ HLβ pGqpθq.
(iv) It suffices to show that HUβ pGqp0q 6 β. This follows from the fact that the function
wpt, xq “ βt is a supersolution of (2.1) satisfying wp0, xq “ 0, as it can be easily seen. By
comparison, we get u0pt, xq 6 βt, yielding HβpGqU p0q 6 β.
The last assertion follows by well known results in stationary ergodic homogenization.

We now return to the setting of Section 2. The next proposition shows that without
loss of generality we can assume that c` “ ´c´.
Proposition 3.2. For given c` > c´ in R, let G
`, G´ : R Ñ R be functions satisfying
(G1)-(G2) with G`pc`q “ G´pc´q “ 0 and set Gc˘ :“ G´ ^G`. Let
G˜˘ppq :“ G˘
ˆ
p` c` ` c´
2
˙
, G˜ppq :“ Gc˘
ˆ
p` c` ` c´
2
˙
“ pG˜` ^ G˜´qppq,
for every p P R. If (2.1) homogenizes with G :“ G˜, then the same holds with G :“ Gc˘ .
Furthermore, the associated effective Hamiltonians satisfy the following relation:
HβpGc˘qpθq “ HβpG˜q
ˆ
θ ´ c` ` c´
2
˙
for all θ P R. (3.1)
Note that G˜`pcq “ G˜´p´cq “ 0 with c “ pc` ´ c´q{2.
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Proof. Let us set k :“ ´pc` ` c´q{2. For every fixed θ P R, let us denote by vθ the
solution of (2.1) with G :“ Gc˘ and initial condition vθp0, xq “ θx. The function upt, xq “
vθpt, xq ` kx solves equation (2.1) with G :“ G˜ and initial condition up0, xq “
`
θ ` k˘x.
Since the latter equation homogenizes by hypothesis, we get
HβpG˜q pθ ` kq “ lim
tÑ`8
upt, 0, ωq
t
“ lim
tÑ`8
vθpt, 0, ωq
t
,
yielding (3.1). 
We shall therefore restrict our attention to the case c` “ ´c´ “: c and set Gc :“
G´ ^G`. Up to replacing Gc with Gˇcppq :“ Gcp´pq, p P R, we can furthermore assume,
without loss of generality, that p> 0. Note that
G´ppq “ G`ppq “ Gcppq “ max
pPr´c,cs
Gcppq. (3.2)
4. Upper and lower bounds
Our goal is to show thatHLβ pGcq “ HUβ pGcq, which is a necessary and sufficient condition
for homogenization of (2.1) with G :“ Gc, as remarked above. We start by proving suitable
lower and upper bounds for these lower and upper limits.
4.1. Lower bound. We aim at proving the following lower bound:
H
L
β pGcqpθq > β for every θ P R. (4.1)
This follows from the following more general result:
Proposition 4.1. Let G : R Ñ r0,`8q be a function from H pγ, α0, α1q and let V :
Rˆ ΩÑ r0, 1s be a potential satisfying conditions (V1)-(V2). Then
H
L
β pGqpθq > β for every θ P R. (4.2)
Proof. We want to find a subsolution v to (2.1) satisfying vp0, xq 6 θx. Fix ε ą 0 and set
vεpt, xq “ θx´ εx
2
2
` pβh´ εq t.
We have Bxvεpt, xq “ θ ´ εx, B2xxvεpt, xq “ ´ε. Fix h P p0, 1q. By coercivity of G, see
(G1), there exists yε ą 0 such that
G pθ ´ εxq > βh for |x| > yε.
By assumption, the set Ωε :“ tω | V p¨, ωq > h in r´yε, yεsu is of positive probability. Let
us fix ω P Ωε. We are going to show that vε is a subsolution of (2.1). Indeed, for every
t ą 0 and x P R we have
apx, ωqB2xxvε `G pBxvεq ` βV px, ωq “ ´εapx, ωq `G pθ ´ εxq ` βV px, ωq > ´ε` βh.
For |x| 6 yε, the above inequality holds true for V p¨, ωq > h in r´yε, yεs and G > 0 in R.
For |x| ą yε, it holds true for G pθ ´ εxq > βh in p´8,´yεs Y ryε,`8q and V p¨, ωq > 0
in R. In either case, vε is a subsolution of (2.1) satisfying
vεp0, xq “ θx´ εx
2
2
6 θx.
Let uθ be the solution of (2.1) satisfying uθp0, xq “ θx. Since uθ is Lipschitz on p0,`8qˆR,
see Proposition A.3, the function uθpt, x, ωq ´ θx is bounded in r0, T s ˆR, for every fixed
T ą 0. We can therefore apply the comparison principle stated in Proposition A.1 to
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uθpt, x, ωq´θx and vεpt, x, ωq´θx with Gpθ`¨q in place of G and get uθpt, x, ωq > vεpt, x, ωq
for every pt, xq P p0,`8q ˆ R and ω P Ωε. We conclude that
lim inf
tÑ`8
uθpt, 0, ωq
t
> lim inf
tÑ`8
vεpt, 0, ωq
t
“ βh´ ε for every ω P Ωε.
Hence,
H
L
β pGqpθq > βh´ ε.
Now let εÑ 0` and then hÑ 1´ to get the desired lower bound (4.2). 
4.2. General upper bound. We aim at proving the following general upper bound
H
U
β pGcqpθq 6 min
 
HβpG´qpθq,HβpG`qpθq
(
for all θ P R. (4.3)
Since the function G˘ are convex, equation (2.1) with G :“ G˘ homogenizes with effective
Hamiltonian θ ÞÑ HβpG˘qpθq. For every fixed θ P R, let us denote by u˘θ the solution to
(2.1) with G :“ G˘ and initial condition u˘θ p0, x, ωq “ θx. Since Gc 6 G˘, by the
comparison principle we infer
H
U
β pGcqpθq “ lim sup
tÑ`8
uθpt, 0, ωq
t
6 lim sup
tÑ`8
u˘θ pt, 0, ωq
t
“ HβpG˘qpθq,
yielding the sought general upper bound. 
4.3. Upper bound when |θ| 6 c. We aim at proving the following upper bound
H
U
β pGcqpθq 6 maxtβ,Gcppqu for |θ| 6 c. (4.4)
This bound follows from the next proposition by recalling (3.2), i.e. that Gcppq “
maxpPr´c,csGcppq.
Proposition 4.2. Let G : R Ñ r0,`8q be a function from H pγ, α0, α1q such that
Gp˘cq “ 0 and the potential V : Rˆ ΩÑ r0, 1s satisfy conditions (V1)-(V2). Then
H
U
β pGqpθq 6 maxtβ, max
r´c,cs
Gp¨qu for every |θ| 6 c. (4.5)
Proof. Let us denote the right-hand side of (4.5) by η. We would like to find a supersolution
w to (2.1) of the form wpt, xq “: w˜pxq ` ηt with w˜pxq > θx. The naive idea is to set
w˜pxq :“ c|x|. An easy computation shows that w˜ satisfies, for x‰0,
apx, ωqB2xw˜ `GpBxw˜q ` βV px, ωq “ Gp˘cq ` βV px, ωq 6 β 6 η,
so wpt, xq is a supersolution to (2.1) in Rzt0u ˆ p0,`8q. The problem is that wpt, xq is
not a supersolution at x “ 0. Note that w˜pxq “ c|x| > |θ||x| > θx.
We need to modify the definition of wpt, xq “ c|x| ` tη. We begin by smoothing the
function x ÞÑ c|x| at x “ 0 as follows: fix y ą 0 and set
wypxq :“
#
c|x| for |x| > y;
ϕypxq for |x| ă y,
where
ϕypxq :“ 3c
4
y
ˆ
x
y
˙2
´ cy
8
ˆ
x
y
˙4
` 3
8
cy.
We have
ϕ1ypxq “
c
2
x
y
˜
3´
ˆ
x
y
˙2¸
and ϕ2ypxq “
3c
2y
˜
1´
ˆ
x
y
˙2¸
.
Note that ϕyp˘yq “ cy, ϕ1yp˘yq “ ˘c, ϕ2yp˘yq “ 0, so wy P C2pRq. Moreover, ϕ2y > 0 in
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r´y, ys, so
´ c “ ϕ1yp´yq 6 ϕ1ypxq 6 ϕ1ypyq “ c in r´y, ys, (4.6)
yielding
ϕypxq > c|x| for every x P r´y, ys. (4.7)
Let us now fix δ ą 0 and set wδpt, xq :“ wypxq`ηt`δt. The function wδ P C2pp0,`8qˆRq.
The same computation as above shows that wδ solves
Btwδ > apx, ωqB2xwδ `GpBxwδq ` βV px, ωq in p´8,´ys Y ry,`8q (4.8)
for every ω P Ω. Now choose y " 1 and h ! 1 so that
3c
2y
ă δ
2
, βh ă δ
2
.
By assumption, there exists a set Ωy,δ of positive probability such that
V px, ωq 6 h for every x P r´y, ys and ω P Ωy,δ. (4.9)
We want to show that for any fixed ω P Ωy,δ the function wδ satisfies the inequality (4.8)
also in p´y, yq ˆ p0,`8q. For x P p´y, yq, we compute first
w2y “
3c
2y
˜
1´
ˆ
x
y
˙2¸
6
3c
2y
ă δ
2
,
GpBxwδq “ Gpϕ1yq 6 max
pPr´c,cs
Gppq.
Hence for every ω P Ωy,δ and x P p´y, yq we get
apx, ωqB2xwδ `GpBxwδq ` βV px, ωq ă
δ
2
` max
r´c,cs
G` βh ă η ` δ “ Btwδ
in view of (4.9). Furthermore, by (4.7), for every |θ| 6 c
wδp0, xq “ wypxq > c|x| > θx for all x P R.
Let uθ be the solution of (2.1) satisfying uθp0, xq “ θx. Since uθ is Lipschitz on p0,`8qˆR
by Proposition A.3, the function uθpt, xq´θx is bounded in r0, T sˆR for every fixed T ą 0.
We can therefore apply the comparison principle stated in Proposition A.1 to uθpt, xq´θx
and wεpt, xq ´ θx with Gpθ ` ¨q in place of G and get
uθpt, xq 6 wδpt, xq for every pt, xq P p0,`8q ˆ R and ω P Ωy,δ.
In particular
H
U
β pGqpθq “ lim sup
tÑ`8
uθpt, 0, ωq
t
6 lim sup
tÑ`8
wδpt, 0, ωq
t
“ η ` δ,
since PpΩy,δq ą 0. Now we send δ Ñ 0` to get the upper bound (4.4). 
5. Existence of correctors
The goal of the present section is to single out conditions on θ P R under which we have
correctors for (2.1). In the sequel, we will say that a function u : R Ñ R is sublinear or
has sublinear growth to mean that
lim
|x|Ñ`8
upxq
1` |x| “ 0.
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5.1. Correctors. In this subsection, we collect and prove some key results we shall need
for our analysis. We shall assume that G : R Ñ r0,`8q is a function in H pγ, α0, α1q
satisfying the following additional assumption:
(G3) Gp0q “ 0;
(G4) G is convex.
Notice that conditions (G3)-(G4) and the fact that G > 0 in R imply that G is nonin-
creasing in p´8, 0s and nondecreasing in r0,`8q. By known results in stationary ergodic
homogenization, the equation (2.1) homogenizes. We shall denote by HβpGq the corre-
sponding effective Hamiltonian. Since V > 0, we get
HβpGqpθq > Gpθq for all θ P R. (5.1)
We know that HβpGq is convex and coercive and has a minimum at 0 with HβpGqp0q “ β,
see Proposition 3.1. The following proposition shows the existence of a Lipschitz continu-
ous corrector with stationary gradient for every θ satisfying HβpGqpθq ą β.
Proposition 5.1. Let θ P R be such that HβpGqpθq ą β. Then there exists a random
variable Ω Q ω ÞÑ Fθp¨, ωq P CpRq such that, for every ω in a set Ωθ of probability 1,
Fθp¨, ωq is the unique sublinear viscosity solution of the stationary viscous Hamilton–Jacobi
equation
apx, ωqu2 `Gpθ ` u1q ` βV px, ωq “ HβpGqpθq in R (5.2)
satisfying Fθp0, ωq “ 0 for every ω P Ω. The set Ωθ is invariant under the action of
pτzqzPR, i.e. τz
`
Ωθq “ Ωθ for every z P R. Furthermore, the function Fθp¨, ωq is κpθq–
Lipschitz continuous on R for P–a.e. ω P Ω, where κ : R Ñ r0,`8q is a locally bounded
function, and has stationary gradient, i.e. for every ω in a set of probability 1 we have
F 1θp¨ ` z, ωq “ F 1θp¨, τzωq a.e. on R for every z P R.
Proof. Let us set Gˇppq :“ Gp´pq for all p P R. Then equation (2.1) with Gˇ in place of G
also homogenizes, with effective Hamiltonian HβpGˇq satisfying HβpGˇqp´θq “ HβpGqpθq.
The function upx, ωq :“ ´Fθpx, ωq is a viscosity solution to
´ apx, ωqu2 ` Gˇp´θ ` u1q ` βV px, ωq “ HβpGˇqp´θq in R. (5.3)
Hence, it will be enough to prove the assertion for u. We want to apply Theorem 2.1
in [11], which was proved under the following
Assumption (H): for any θ P R, the approximate corrector equation
λvλ,θ ´ apx, ωqv2λ,θ ` Gˇpθ ` v1λ,θq ` βV px, ωq “ 0 in R (5.4)
satisfies a comparison principle in CbpRq, and, for any R ą 0, there exists a constant
κpRq ą 0 such that, if |θ| 6 R, then the unique bounded solution vλ,θ of (5.4) satisfies
}λvλ,θ}8 ` }vλ,θ}8 6 κpRq for all λ ą 0. (5.5)
Let us check that assumption (H) holds in our framework. The validity of the required
comparison principle for (5.4) is guaranteed by [6, Theorem 2.1]. Since the functions
˘CpRq{λ with CpRq :“ β` sup|θ|6R Gˇpθq are a bounded super- and sub- solution to (5.4),
respectively, we immediately derive by comparison that }λvλ,θ}8 6 CpRq. This bound,
together with the quantitative Lipschitz bounds for vλ,θ provided by [6, Theorem 3.1],
imply that (5.5) holds for a suitable nondecreasing function κ : RÑ r0,`8q.
Following [11], we choose R ą |θ| and denote by
Θ :“  v P LippRq | vp0q “ 0, }v1}8 6 κpRq (
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the metric subspace of CpRq. It is easily seen that Θ is a compact metric space. The
inequality HβpGˇqp´θq ą β implies θ ‰ 0, so, according to Corollary A.5, for each fixed
ω P Ω there is at most one sublinear solution of (5.3) in Θ, let us call it uˆp¨, ωq. Now note
that ´θ is an extremal point of the closed interval tθ˜ P R | HβpGˇqpθ˜q 6 HβpGˇqp´θqu,
for HβpGˇqp´θq ą β “ minHβpGˇq and HβpGˇq is convex. In [11, Theorem 2.1] the authors
have obtained a probability measure µ on ΩˆΘ (we can forget about the third coordinate
in Ω˜ as, in our setting, the restriction of µ on the third coordinate is a Dirac mass at
HβpGˇqp´θq) such that µpEθq “ 1, where
Eθ :“ tpω, vq P ΩˆΘ | v is a sublinear solution of (5.3)u .
Furthermore, the set Eθ is invariant under the shifts τ˜z : pω, vq ÞÑ pτzω, vp¨ ` zq ´ vpzqq.
Indeed, if v P Θ is a sublinear solution of (5.3) for some ω, then vp¨ ` zq ´ vpzq belongs to
Θ and is a sublinear solution of (5.3) with τzω in place of ω, since V p¨ ` z, ωq “ V p¨, τzωq
in R. In particular, we get that pω, vq P Eθ implies v “ uˆp¨, ωq. Let Ωθ :“ pi1pEθq, where
pi1 : ΩˆΘÑ Ω denotes the standard projection, and recall that the first marginal of the
measure µ is P. Then Ωθ P F and τzpΩθq “ Ωθ for all z P R, in the light of what previously
remarked.
By making use of the disintegration theorem (see [15, Theorem 10.2.2]) we get that
there exists a family of random probability measures µω on Θ such that µ “ µω b P, i.e.ż
ΩˆΘ
φpω, vq dµpω, vq “
ż
Ω
ˆż
Θ
φpω, vq dµωpvq
˙
dPpωq for all φ P CpΩ ˆΘq.
By what observed above, for every ω P Ωθ the measure µω is the Dirac measure concen-
trated at uˆp¨, ωq, hence the map Ωθ Q ω ÞÑ uˆp¨, ωq P Θ is a random variable. The sought
random variable u : Ω ÞÑ CpRq is thus obtained by setting
up¨, ωq “ uˆp¨, ωq if ω P Ωθ, up¨, ωq “ 0 otherwise.
Lastly, for every ω P Ωθ and z P R, we have up¨ ` z, ωq ´ up¨, ωq “ up¨, τzωq in R in view
of Corollary A.5, since both are sublinear solutions of (5.3) with τzω in place of ω. By
differentiating this identity we get u1p¨ ` z, ωq “ u1p¨, τzωq a.e. in R, for every z P R and
ω P Ωθ. 
From now on, when we say that a random variable Ω Q ω ÞÑ Fθp¨, ωq P CpRq is a
corrector for (5.2) we will mean that Fθp¨, ωq is a sublinear, Lipschitz continuous viscosity
solution of (5.2) satisfying Fθp0, ωq “ 0 for every ω P Ωθ, where Ωθ is a set of probability
1 which is invariant under the action of pτzqzPR, with no further specification. In view of
what remarked above, a corrector automatically possesses stationary gradient. We point
out that our arguments below do not use this property.
We are interested in obtaining suitable upper and lower bounds for F 1θ depending on θ.
We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let us consider the following viscous Hamilton–Jacobi equation
´ apx, ωqu2 ` Gˇpu1q ` βV px, ωq “ λ in I, (5.6)
where λ ą β and I is either p´8, yq or py,`8q for a fixed y P R.
(i) Let I “ p´8, yq and a´λ , b´λ ą 0 such that Gpa´λ q “ λ ´ β, Gpb´λ q “ λ. Then the
functions
v´pxq :“ a´λ |x´ y| “ ´a´λ px´ yq, w´pxq :“ b´λ |x´ y| “ ´b´λ px´ yq
are, respectively, a sub- and a super- solution of (5.6) in I “ p´8, yq.
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(ii) Let I “ py,`8q and a`λ , b`λ ą 0 such that Gp´a`λ q “ λ´ β, Gp´b`λ q “ λ. Then the
functions
v`pxq :“ a`λ |x´ y| “ a`λ px´ yq, w`pxq :“ b`λ |x´ y| “ b`λ px´ yq
are, respectively, a sub- and a super- solution of (5.6) in I “ py,`8q.
Proof. Let us prove (i). We have
´apx, ωqpv´q2pxq ` Gˇpv1´pxqq ` βV px, ωq 6 Gˇp´a´λ q ` β “ λ´ β ` β “ λ for all x ă y,
showing that v´ is a subsolution of (5.6) in I “ p´8, yq. Analogously,
´apx, ωqpw´q2pxq ` Gˇpw1´pxqq ` βV px, ωq > Gˇp´b´λ q “ λ for all x ă y,
showing that w´ is a supersolution of (5.6) in I “ p´8, yq. The proof of (ii) is similar
and is omitted. 
By comparison, we get the following statement.
Proposition 5.3. Let θ P R such that HβpGqpθq ą β. Set λ :“ HβpGqpθq. For every
y P R and ω P Ωθ, the following holds:
(i) if θ ą 0, then
a´λ px´ yq > θpx´ yq ` Fθpx, ωq ´ Fθpy, ωq > b´λ px´ yq for all x P p´8, yq,
with b´λ ą a´λ ą 0 such that Gpa´λ q “ λ´ β, Gpb´λ q “ λ;
(ii) if θ ă 0, then
´a`λ px´ yq > θpx´ yq ` Fθpx, ωq ´ Fθpy, ωq > ´b`λ px´ yq for all x P py,`8q,
with b`λ ą a`λ ą 0 such that Gp´a`λ q “ λ´ β, Gp´b`λ q “ λ.
Proof. By Proposition 5.1, we have that the function
upxq :“ ´pθx` Fθpx, ωqq ` θy ` Fθpy, ωq
is a Lipschitz continuous solution to (5.6) with I :“ R satisfying upyq “ 0.
Let us first consider the case θ ą 0. By sublinearity of Fθ, the function u is bounded
from below in I “ p´8, yq. By Theorem A.6 and Lemma 5.2 we have
´a´λ px´ yq “ v´pxq 6 upxq “ ´
`
θx` Fθpx, ωq
˘ ` θy ` Fθpy, ωq for all x ă y,
proving the first inequality of assertion (i). To prove the second one, note that the functions
u˜pxq :“ upxq ` θx and w˜pxq :“ w´pxq ` θx “ ´b´λ px ´ yq ` θx are, respectively, a sub-
and a super- solutions of
´apx, ωqu2 ` Gˇp´θ ` u1q ` βV px, ωq “ λ in I “ p´8, yq.
Furthermore, Gpb´λ q “ λ “ HβpGqpθq > Gpθq in view of (5.1), so b´λ > θ ą 0 by mono-
tonicity of G on r0,`8q. Then the sub- and super- solution u˜ and w˜ satisfy the assumption
of Theorem A.4, which gives
´Fθpx, ωq ` θy ` Fθpy, ωq “ u˜pxq 6 w˜pxq “ ´b´λ px´ yq ` θx for all x ă y,
yielding the second inequality in assertion (i).
Let us now consider the case θ ă 0. By sublinearity of Fθ, the function u is bounded
from below in I “ py,`8q. By Theorem A.6 and Lemma 5.2 we have
a`λ px´ yq “ v`pxq 6 upxq “ ´
`
θx` Fθpx, ωq
˘` θy ` Fθpy, ωq for all x ą y,
proving the first inequality of assertion (ii). To prove the second one, we argue as above
with u˜pxq :“ upxq ` θx and w˜pxq :“ w`pxq ` θx for x P I “ py,`8q. Analogously, we
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have Gp´b`λ q “ λ “ HβpGqpθq > Gpθq, so ´b`λ 6 θ ă 0, i.e. b`λ ` θ > 0. Again, via a
direct application of Theorem A.4 we get
´Fθpx, ωq ` θy ` Fθpy, ωq “ u˜pxq 6 w˜pxq “ b`λ px´ yq ` θx for all x ą y,
yielding the second inequality in assertion (ii). 
From the previous proposition we infer the following result.
Proposition 5.4. Let θ P R such that HβpGqpθq ą β. Set λ :“ HβpGqpθq. For every
ω P Ωθ, the following holds:
(i) if θ ą 0, then
a´λ 6 θ ` F 1θpy, ωq 6 b´λ for a.e. y P R,
with b´λ ą a´λ ą 0 such that Gpa´λ q “ λ´ β, Gpb´λ q “ λ;
(ii) if θ ă 0, then
´b`λ 6 θ ` F 1θpy, ωq 6 ´a`λ for a.e. y P R,
with b`λ ą a`λ ą 0 such that Gp´a`λ q “ λ´ β, Gp´b`λ q “ λ.
Proof. Let y be a differentiability point of Fθp¨, ωq. If θ ą 0, then from Proposition 5.3–(i)
we get
a´λ 6 lim
hÑ0´
θh` Fθpy ` h, ωq ´ Fθpy, ωq
h
6 b´λ
yielding assertion (i). If θ ă 0, we make use of Proposition 5.3–(ii) and get
´a`λ > lim
hÑ0`
θh` Fθpy ` h, ωq ´ Fθpy, ωq
h
> ´b`λ ,
yielding assertion (ii). 
5.2. Outside the flat part. In this subsection, we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.5.
(a) Assume either one of the following conditions:
(i) θ ă ´c and HβpG´qpθq ą β;
(ii) ´c ă θ 6 p and β ă HβpG´qpθq 6 Gcppq.
Then
H
L
β pGcqpθq “ HUβ pGcqpθq “ HβpG´qpθq “ mintHβpG´qpθq,HβpG`qpθqu.
(b) Assume either one of the following conditions:
(i) θ ą c and HβpG`qpθq ą β;
(ii) p6 θ ă c and β ă HβpG`qpθq 6 Gcppq.
Then
H
L
β pGcqpθq “ HUβ pGcqpθq “ HβpG`qpθq “ mintHβpG´qpθq,HβpG`qpθqu.
The proof of this result is based on a series of lemmas, which we shall prove first.
Lemma 5.6. Let Fθ : Rˆ ΩÑ R be a corrector of the equation
apx, ωqu2 `Gcpθ ` u1q ` βV px, ωq “ λ in R (5.7)
for some θ P R and λ P R. Then HLβ pGcqpθq “ HUβ pGcqpθq “ λ.
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Proof. According to Proposition 5.1, we know that Fθ is globally Lipschitz on R. Then
the function
vpt, xq :“ θx` Fθpx, ωq ` λ t
is a solution to (2.1) with G :“ Gc and initial condition vp0, xq “ Fθpx, ωq` θx. Fix ε ą 0
and choose a constant kε ą 0 large enough so that the function
vεpt, xq “ vpt, xq ´ εxxy ´ kε where xxy :“
a
1` |x|2
satisfies vεp0, xq “ Fθpx, ωq`θx´εxxy´kε 6 θx in R. This is possible since the function
Fθ has sublinear growth. Now
Bxvεpt, xq “ F 1θ ` θ ´ ε
x
xxy , B
2
xxv
εpt, xq “ F 2θ ´
ε
xxy3
and
apx, ωq `B2xvε˘ ` Gc pBxvεq ` βV px, ωq
“ `´ εxxy3 ` F 2θ ˘apx, ωq `Gc
ˆ
θ ` F 1θ ´
εx
xxy
˙
` βV px, ωq “: A.
From the fact that |F 1θ| is bounded on R we infer that there exists a constant Cpθq such
that
A > ´Cpθqε` apx, ωqF 2 `Gcpθ ` F 1θq ` βV px, ωq “ ´Cpθqε` λ.
This means that the function v˜εpt, xq “ vεpt, xq ´ Cpθqεt is a subsolution of (2.1) with
v˜εp0, xq 6 θx, hence by comparison we infer
uθpt, xq > v˜εpt, xq for all pt, xq P r0,`8q ˆR.
So
H
L
β pGcqpθq “ lim inf
tÑ`8
uθpt, 0, ωq
t
> lim inf
tÑ`8
v˜εpt, 0, ωq
t
“ λ´ Cpθqε.
By letting ε Ñ 0` we obtain the lower bound HLβ pGcqpθq > λ. A similar argument gives
the upper bound HUβ pGcqpθq 6 λ, thus proving the assertion. 
Lemma 5.7. Let F´θ : Rˆ ΩÑ R be a corrector of the equation
apx, ωqu2 `G´pθ ` u1q ` βV px, ωq “ HβpG´qpθq in R. (5.8)
Assume either one of the following conditions:
(i) θ ă ´c and HβpG´qpθq ą β;
(ii) θ ą ´c and β ă HβpG´qpθq 6 G´ppq.
Then for P–a.e. ω P Ω we have
θ ` pF´θ q1px, ωq 6 p for a.e. x P R.
Remark 5.8. Note that the inequality HβpG´qpθq 6 G´ppq for θ ą ´c implies θ 6 p.
This follows from the fact that HβpG´q > G´ on R and G´ is nondecreasing on r´c,`8q.
Proof. We will make use of Proposition 5.4 with Gp¨q :“ G´p¨´cq,HβpGqp¨q :“ HβpG´qp¨´
cq and θ ` c in place of θ. Consequently, we will have λ :“ HβpG´qpθq and Fθ`c “ F´θ .
(i) The inequality θ ` c ă 0 means θ ` c ` F 1θ`cpx, ωq 6 ´a`λ for a.e. x P R with
a`λ ą 0 such that G´p´a`λ ´ cq “ λ´ β ą 0, so
θ ` F 1θ`cpx, ωq 6 ´a`λ ´ c ă 0 6 p for a.e. x P R.
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(ii) The inequality θ` c ą 0 means θ` c`F 1θ`cpx, ωq 6 b´λ for a.e. x P R with b´λ ą 0
such that G´pb´λ ´ cq “ λ. Now G´ppq > λ “ G´pb´λ ´ cq, so b´λ 6 p` c by monotonicity
of G´ on r´c,`8q, yielding
θ ` F 1θ`cpx, ωq 6 p for a.e. x P R.

Lemma 5.9. Let F`θ : Rˆ ΩÑ R be a corrector of the equation
apx, ωqu2 `G`pθ ` u1q ` βV px, ωq “ HβpG`qpθq in R. (5.9)
Assume either one of the following conditions:
(i) θ ą c and HβpG`qpθq ą β;
(ii) θ ă c and β ă HβpG`qpθq 6 G`ppq.
Then for P–a.e. ω P Ω we have
θ ` pF`θ q1px, ωq > p for a.e. x P R.
Remark 5.10. Note that the inequality HβpG`qpθq 6 G`ppq for θ ă c implies θ > p.
This follows from the fact that HβpG`q > G` on R and G` is nonincreasing on p´8, cs.
Proof. We will make use of Proposition 5.4 with Gp¨q :“ G`p¨`cq,HβpGqp¨q :“ HβpG`qp¨`
cq and θ ´ c in place of θ. Consequently, we will have λ :“ HβpG`qpθq and Fθ´c “ F`θ .
(i) The inequality θ´ c ą 0 means θ´ c`F 1θ´cpx, ωq > a´λ for a.e. x P R with a´λ ą 0
such that G`pa´λ ` cq “ λ´ β ą 0, so
θ ` F 1θ´cpx, ωq > c` a´λ ą c > p for a.e. x P R.
(ii) The inequality θ´c ă 0 means θ´c`F 1θ´cpx, ωq > ´b`λ for a.e. x P R with b`λ ą 0
such that G`p´b`λ ` cq “ λ ą 0. Now G`ppq > λ “ G`p´b`λ ` cq, so 0 ą ´b`λ ` c > p
by monotonicity of G` on p´8, cs, yielding
θ ` F 1θ´cpx, ωq > p for a.e. x P R.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.5.
Proof of Theorem 5.5. (a) Let F´θ be a corrector of equation (5.8). According to Lemma
5.7,
θ ` pF´θ q1 6 p for a.e. x P R.
This implies that any C2 sub or supertangent ϕ to F´θ at some x0 P R will satisfy θ `
ϕ1px0q 6 p, hence G´pθ ` ϕ1px0qq “ Gcpθ ` ϕ1px0qq. We derive from this that F´θ is a
corrector of equation (5.7) with λ :“ HβpG´qpθq. In view of Lemma 5.6 and of the upper
bound (4.3), we get the assertion. The proof of item (b) is similar. 
6. Proof of Theorem 2.1
In this section we prove Theorem 2.1. When θ 6 ´c, we have
H
L
β pGcqpθq “ HUβ pGcqpθq “ HβpG´qpθq.
This is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.5 when HβpG´qpθq ą β, but it is also true
when HβpG´qpθq “ β in view of the lower bound (4.1) and the general upper bound (4.3).
When θ > c, a similar argument yields
H
L
β pGcqpθq “ HUβ pGcqpθq “ HβpG`qpθq.
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When θ P p´c, cq, we have to proceed differently according to whether β > Gcppq or
β ă Gcppq.
6.1. The case β > Gcppq. When |θ| ă c, the lower bound (4.1) matches with the upper
bound (4.4), hence we get
H
L
β pGcqpθq “ HUβ pGcqpθq “ β.
We have thus shown that
HβpGcqpθq “
$’&’%
HβpG`qpθq if θ ą c
β if ´ c 6 θ 6 c
HβpG´qpθq if θ ă ´c.
In other words, HβpGcqpθq is the (lower) convex envelope of HβpG´qpθq and HβpG`qpθq.
6.2. The case β ă Gcppq. Let θ P p´c, ps. If β ă HβpG´qpθq 6 Gcppq, Theorem 5.5
yields
H
L
β pGcqpθq “ HUβ pGcqpθq “ HβpG´qpθq. (6.1)
Let us now consider the case HβpG´qpθq ą Gcppq. We first remark that
H0pG´qpθq “ G´pθq “ Gcpθq 6 Gcppq.
By Proposition 3.1, we know that the map β˜ ÞÑ HL
β˜
pGqpθq is continuous and nondecreasing
on r0,`8q with G :“ G´ or G :“ Gc. We infer that there exists a β´ P r0, βq such that
Hβ´pG´qpθq “ Gcppq, hence by the previous step we get that (6.1) holds with β´ in place
of β. By monotonicity we get
H
L
β pGcqpθq > HLβ´pGcqpθq “ Hβ´pG´qpθq “ Gcppq.
By taking into account the upper bound (4.4), we conclude that
H
U
β pGcqpθq “ HLβ pGcqpθq “ Gcppq.
When θ P rp, cq, arguing analogously we get
H
U
β pGcqpθq “ HLβ pGcqpθq “
#
HβpG`qpθq if β ă HβpG`qpθq 6 Gcppq
Gcppq if Gcppq ă HβpG`qpθq.
We have thus shown that
HβpGcqpθq “
$’&’%
HβpG`qpθq if θ ą θ`
Gcppq if θ´ 6 θ 6 θ`
HβpG´qpθq if θ ă θ´,
where θ` (resp. θ´) is the unique solution in rp, cq (resp. p´c, ps) of the equation
HβpG`qpθq “ Gcppq presp. HβpG´qpθq “ Gcppq q.
Indeed, HβpG`qppq > G`ppq “ Gcppq ą β “ HβpG`qpcq, hence the existence and unique-
ness of such a θ` follows from the convexity of θ ÞÑ HβpG`qpθq. The reasoning for θ´ is
analogous.
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7. Proof of Theorem 2.3
Throughout this section we assume that V : RˆΩÑ r0,`8q is a stationary potential
satisfying (V1)–(V2). We start with a proposition, which is the key observation needed
for the proof of Theorem 2.3. This proposition states that in our setting homogenization
commutes with convexification (i.e. taking the convex envelope of the momentum part of
the original Hamiltonian).
Given a function h : RÑ R, we shall denote by convphq its (lower) convex envelope
convphqppq :“ suptgppq : g is convex and @x P R, gpxq ď hpxqu, @p P R.
Proposition 7.1. Let c` ě c´ and G˘ P Hpγ, α0, α1q be non-negative convex functions
such that G´pc´q “ G`pc`q “ 0 and
pG` ^G´qppq “ G´ppq for p ď c´, pG` ^G´qppq “ G`ppq for p ě c`.
Then
HβpconvpG` ^G´qq “ convpHβpG`q ^HβpG´qq.
In turn, the above proposition is a simple consequence of the following observation.
Lemma 7.2. Let G,G` P Hpγ, α0, α1q be non-negative convex functions such that Gp0q “
G`p0q “ 0.
(i) If Gppq “ G`ppq for all p ě 0, then HβpG`qpθq “ HβpGqpθq for all θ ě 0.
(ii) If Gppq “ G´ppq for all p ď 0, then HβpG´qpθq “ HβpGqpθq for all θ ď 0.
Proof. We shall prove only item (i), since the argument for (ii) is symmetric. Fix an
arbitrary θ > 0 such that λ :“ HβpGqpθq ą β. Then there is a corrector Fθpx, ωq for
apx, ωqu2 `Gpθ ` u1q ` βV px, ωq “ λ in R.
We claim that Fθpx, ωq is also a corrector for
apx, ωqu2 `G`pθ ` u1q ` βV px, ωq “ λ in R. (7.1)
This follows immediately from derivative estimates of Proposition 5.3. Indeed, by this
proposition,
a´λ ď θ ` F 1θpx, ωq ď b´λ ,
where a´λ , b
´
λ ą 0, Gpa´λ q “ λ´ β, and Gpb´λ q “ λ. Since G`ppq “ Gppq for all p ě 0, we
conclude that
G`pθ ` F 1θpx, ωqq “ Gpθ ` F 1θpx, ωqq in R
in the viscosity sense. The existence of a corrector for equation (7.1) with λ “ HβpGqpθq
implies that HβpG`qpθq “ λ “ HβpGqpθq. We conclude that
HβpG`qpθq “ HβpGqpθq on the set tθ > 0 |HβpGqpθq ą βu.
Exchanging the roles of G and G` we also have that
HβpGqpθq “ HβpG`qpθq on the set tθ > 0 |HβpG`qpθq ą βu.
The last two statements in combination with the fact that pHβpGq ^HβpG`qqpθq ě β for
all θ P R complete the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 7.1. Since β “ minθPR HβpG˘qpθq, we have that
convpHβpG`q ^HβpG´´qqpθq “
$’&’%
HβpG`qpθq, if θ ě c`;
β, if ´ c´ ď θ ď c`;
HβpG´qpθq, if θ ď ´c´.
(7.2)
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On the other hand,
Gppq :“ convpG` ^G´qppq “
$’&’%
G`ppq, if p ě c`;
0, if ´ c´ ď p ď c`;
G´ppq, if p ď ´c´.
Applying the first part of Lemma 7.2 to functions Gp¨ ` c`q, G`p¨ ` c`q and the second
to functions Gp¨ ´ c´q, G´p¨ ´ c´q we infer that
HβpGqpθq “
#
HβpG`qpθq, if θ ě c`;
HβpG´qpθq, if θ ď ´c´.
By Proposition 3.1-(iv), we know that HβpGqpc`q “ HβpGqpc´q “ β. Combining this
with the fact that HβpGq is convex and HβpGqpθq ě β for all θ P R, see Proposition 4.1,
we get that HβpGq coincides with the right hand side of (7.2). This finishes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. First of all, we note that by Theorem 1.1 the right hand side of
(2.2) is equal to (2.3).
Upper bound. Since pG0 ^G1^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^Gnqppq ď Gi´1,ippq for all p P R and i P t1, 2, . . . , nu,
by comparison, the left hand side of (2.2) does not exceed the right hand side.
Lower bound. We introduce a piece of notation first. For all i ă j, let us set Gij :“ Gi^Gj
and denote by pij P pci, cjq a solution of the equation Gippq “ Gjppq. Note that
pGi ^Gjqppq “ Gippq if p ď pij , pGi ^Gjqppq “ Gjppq if p ě pij ,
and
Gijppijq “ Gippijq “ Gjppijq “ max
pPrci,cjs
Gijppq.
Set G00 :“ G0 and Gnn :“ Gn. By comparison, for each i P t1, 2, . . . , nu
HβpG0 ^G1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^Gnq ě HβpconvpG0,i´1q ^ convpGinqq. (7.3)
Next we shall write the formula for HβpGi´1,iq from Theorem 1.1 in a way which covers
both weak and strong potential cases. For i P t1, 2, . . . , nu
HβpGi´1,iqpθq “
$’&’%
HβpGi´1qpθq, if θ ă θ´i´1,i;
Gi´1,ippi´1,iq _ β, if θ´i´1,i ď θ ď θ`i´1,i;
HβpGiqpθq, if θ ą θ`i´1,i,
(7.4)
where θ´i´1,i (resp. θ
`
i´1,i) is the smallest (resp. largest) solution in rci´1, pi´1,is (resp.
rpi´1,i, cis) of the equation
HβpGi´1qpθq “ Gi´1,ippi´1,iq _ β presp. HβpGiqpθq “ Gi´1,ippi´1,iq _ βq.
In the strong potential case we simply have θ´i´1,i “ ci´1 and θ`i´1,i “ ci (see Figure 1).
In the same way, for each i P t1, 2, . . . , nu and θ P rci´1, cis we get that
HβpconvpG0,i´1q ^ convpGinqq “
$’&’%
HβpconvpG0,i´1qqpθq, if θ ă θ´i´1,i;
Gi´1,ippi´1,iq _ β, if θ´i´1,i ď θ ď θ`i´1,i;
HβpconvpGinqqpθq, if θ ą θ`i´1,i.
(7.5)
We emphasize that θ˘i´1,i which appear in (7.5) are the same as in (7.4). Indeed, by the
definition of θ´i´1,i and Proposition 7.1, θ
´
i´1,i ě ci´1 and
HβpconvpG0,i´1qqpθq “ convpHβpG0q ^HβpGi´1qqpθq “ HβpGi´1qpθq for θ ě ci´1.
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Figure 1. The original Hamiltonian G0ppq ^G1ppq ^G2ppq is depicted in
blue and the effective Hamiltonian is in black. Note that θ´01 “ c0 and
θ`01 “ c1.
Similarly, θ`i´1,i ď ci and
HβpconvpGinqqpθq “ convpHβpGiq ^HβpGnqqpθq “ HβpGiqpθq for θ ď ci.
These formulas together with (7.4) and (7.5) imply that for all θ P rci´1, cis, i P t1, 2, . . . , nu
HβpconvpG0,i´1q ^ convpGinqqpθq “ HβpGi´1,iqpθq. (7.6)
From (7.3), (7.5), and (7.6) we conclude that
HβpG0 ^G1 ^ . . . ^Gnqpθq ě max
jPt1,2,...,nu
HβpconvpG0,j´1q ^ convpGjnqqpθq (7.7)
“
$’&’%
HβpG00q, if θ ă c0;
HβpGi´1,iq, if ci´1 ď θ ď ci, i P t1, 2, . . . , nu;
HβpGnnq, if θ ą cn.
(7.8)
Indeed, for all θ ď c0 ă θ´01 and all j P t1, 2, . . . , nu
HβpconvpG0,j´1q ^ convpGjnqqpθq (7.5)“ HβpconvpG0,j´1qqpθq
Prop. 7.1“ convpHβpG0,j´1qqpθq Th. 2.1“ HβpG0qpθq “ HβpG00qpθq.
This proves that the right hand side of (7.7) is equal to the first line of (7.8) when θ ď c0.
Similar argument establishes the equality for θ ě cn. Next, combining (7.6) with the fact
that for all i, j P t1, 2, . . . , nu such that j ‰ i
HβpconvpG0,j´1q ^ convpGjnqqpθq “ β ď HβpGi´1,iqpθq, θ P rci´1, cis, (7.9)
we obtain the equality between the right hand side of (7.7) and (7.8). Finally, we notice
that (7.8) coincides with (2.3). This completes the proof. 
Appendix A. PDE results
In this appendix we state and prove some PDE results we need for our study. We
introduce the following list of conditions on the ingredients of the parabolic and stationary
Hamilton–Jacobi equations we will consider, for fixed constants α0, α1, κ ą 0 and γ ą 1:
(AV) a, V : RÑ r0, 1s are κ–Lipschitz continuous;
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(G1) α0|p|γ ´ 1{α0 6 Gppq 6 α1p|p|γ ` 1q for all x, p P R;
(G2) |Gppq ´Gpqq| 6 α1 p|p| ` |q| ` 1qγ´1 |p´ q| for all p, q P R;
(G3) Gp0q “ 0;
(G4) Gp¨q is convex;
(G5) Gppq > 0 for every p P R.
In what follows, we will denote by LSCpXq and USCpXq the space of lower and upper
semi-continuous real functions on the topological space X, respectively.
A.1. Parabolic equation. We consider the parabolic equation
Btu “ apxqB2xxu`GpBxuq ` βV px, ωq in p0,`8q ˆ R. (A.1)
We have the following comparison result.
Proposition A.1. Assume condition (AV) and G P CpRq. Let v P USCpr0, T s ˆ Rq,
w P LSCpr0, T s ˆ Rq be, respectively, a sub- and a super- solutions of (A.1) satisfying
lim sup
|x|Ñ`8
sup
tPr0,T s
vpt, xq
1` |x| 6 0 6 lim inf|x|Ñ`8 inftPr0,T s
wpt, xq
1` |x| . (A.2)
Let us furthermore assume that either Bxv or Bxw belongs to
`
L8 pp0, T q ˆRq ˘. Then
vpt, xq ´ wpt, xq 6 sup
R
`
vp0, ¨q ´ wp0, ¨q˘ for every pt, xq P r0,`8q ˆ R.
The proof is standard, see for instance [14, Proposition 2.3] and [13, Appendix A]. The
next result shows that equation (A.1) is well posed in UCpr0,`8q ˆ Rq.
Theorem A.2. Let us assume conditions (AV) and (G1)-(G2). Then, for every g P
UCpRq, there exists a unique solution u P UCpr0,`8q ˆ Rq of (A.1) satisfying up0, ¨q “ g
on R.
We also need the following Lipschitz bounds for solutions to (A.1) with linear initial
data. We refer to [14, Theorem 2.8] for proofs.
Proposition A.3. Let us assume conditions (AV) and (G1)-(G2). For every θ P R, the
unique solution uθ of (A.1) in UCpr0,`8qˆRq with initial condition up0, xq “ θx is κpθq–
Lipschitz continuous in r0,`8q ˆR, for some locally bounded functions κ : RÑ r0,`8q.
A.2. Stationary viscous Hamilton–Jacobi equation. Let us consider the equation
´ apxqu2 `Gpu1q ` βV pxq “ λ in I, (A.3)
where I is an open subset of R and λ ą β ą 0. We will be interested in the cases when
I “ Rztyu, I “ p´8, yq, I “ py,`8q.
The following comparison principle holds:
Theorem A.4. Let us assume conditions (AV) and (G1)–(G4). Let y, θ P R, λ ą β ą 0
and let u P LSCpRq, v P USCpRq be, respectively, a super- and sub- solution of
´ apxqu2 `Gpθ ` u1q ` βV pxq “ λ in Rztyu, (A.4)
satisfying
lim sup
|x|Ñ`8
vpxq
1` |x| 6 0 6 lim inf|x|Ñ`8
upxq
1` |x| .
The following holds:
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(i) if θ ą 0, then pv ´ uqpxq 6 pv ´ uqpyq for every x > y;
(ii) if θ ă 0, then pv ´ uqpxq 6 pv ´ uqpyq for every x 6 y;
(iii) if θ “ 0 and v P LippRq, then pv ´ uqpxq 6 pv ´ uqpyq for every x P R.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume y “ 0 and vp0q “ up0q “ 0. Let us set
v˜pxq :“ θx` vpxq, u˜pxq :“ θx`upxq and, for µ P p0, 1q v˜µpxq :“ µv˜pxq “ µv˜pxq` p1´µq0.
Since the function v0 ” 0 is a strict subsolution of (A.3) in R (due to the fact that
λ ą β ą 0 and Gp0q “ 0), by convexity of G we infer that v˜µ is a strict subsolution to
(A.3) in Rzt0u, see [6, Lemma 2.4], i.e. v˜µ satisfies the following inequality in the viscosity
sense for some δ ą 0:
´ apxqv˜2µ `Gpv˜1µq ` βV pxq ă λ´ δ in Rzt0u. (A.5)
Now, if θ ą 0, we have
lim sup
xÑ`8
v˜µpxq ´ u˜pxq
1` |x| 6 lim supxÑ`8
´p1´ µqθx` µvpxq ´ upxq
1` |x|
6 lim
xÑ`8
´p1´ µqθx
1` |x| ` lim supxÑ`8
µvpxq
1` |x| ´ lim infxÑ`8
upxq
1` |x|
6 lim
xÑ`8
´p1´ µqθ x|x| “ ´p1´ µqθ ă 0,
in particular pv˜µ´ u˜qpxq Ñ ´8 as xÑ `8. This means that the open set Iµ :“ tx ą 0 |
v˜µ ´ u˜ ą 0 u is bounded, so we can apply [6, Theorem 2.2] to get
sup
Iµ
pv˜µ ´ u˜q 6 sup
BIµ
pv˜µ ´ u˜q “ 0,
where in the last equality we have also used the fact that vµp0q ´ up0q “ 0. From this we
infer that
v˜µpxq ´ u˜pxq “ pµvpxq ´ upxqq ´ p1´ µqθx 6 0 for all x > 0.
By sending µÕ 1 we get vpxq ´ upxq 6 0 “ vp0q ´ up0q for all x > 0, as asserted.
If θ ă 0, then, arguing as above, we get
lim sup
xÑ´8
v˜µpxq ´ u˜pxq
1` |x| 6 limxÑ´8´p1´ µqθ
x
|x| “ p1´ µqθ ă 0,
in particular pv˜µ ´ uqpxq Ñ ´8 as x Ñ ´8. This means that the open set Iµ :“ tx ă
0 | v˜µ ´ u ą 0 u is bounded. By arguing as in the previous case, we conclude that
vpxq ´ upxq 6 0 “ vp0q ´ up0q for all x 6 0.
If θ “ 0, then v˜ “ v and u˜ “ u. Let us write vµ in place of v˜µ and set vεµpxq :“
vµpxq ´ ε
?
1` x2 for every x P R. Because of (A.5) and the fact that vµ P LippRq, an
easy computation shows that for ε ą 0 small enough vεµ is a strict subsolution to (A.3) in
Rzt0u, i.e. satisfies (A.5). We have
lim sup
|x|Ñ`8
vεµpxq ´ upxq
1` |x| 6 lim sup|x|Ñ`8
µvpxq ´ ε?1` x2
1` |x| ´ lim inf|x|Ñ`8
upxq
1` |x| 6 ´ε ă 0,
in particular pvεµ ´ uqpxq Ñ ´8 as |x| Ñ `8. This means that the open set Iµ :“ tx P
R | vεµ´u ą 0 u is bounded, so we can apply [6, Theorem 2.2] and argue as above to infer
vεµpxq ´ upxq “ pµvpxq ´ upxqq ´ ε
a
1` x2 6 0 for all x P R.
By sending ε Œ 0 and µ Õ 1 we conclude that vpxq ´ upxq 6 0 “ vp0q ´ up0q for all
x P R. 
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As a corollary we infer
Corollary A.5. Let θ P Rzt0u and u1, u2 be sublinear solutions of
´apxqu2 `Gpθ ` u1q ` βV pxq “ λ in R,
where λ ą β ą 0. Then u1 ´ u2 is constant on R.
Proof. To fix ideas, let us assume θ ą 0. Let us fix y P R. By applying Theorem A.4, we
get
pu1 ´ u2qpxq 6 pu1 ´ u2qpyq for all x > y,
and, symmetrically,
pu2 ´ u1qpxq 6 pu1 ´ u2qpyq for all x > y.
We conclude that, for every y P R, we have
pu1 ´ u2qpxq “ pu1 ´ u2qpyq for all x > y.
This readily implies that u1 ´ u2 is constant on R. The argument in the case θ ă 0 is
analogous. 
We also need the following version of the comparison principle.
Theorem A.6. Let us assume conditions (AV) and (G1)–(G5). Let λ ą β ą 0, y P R
and I be either I “ p´8, yq or I “ py,`8q. Let u P LippIq and vpxq :“ κ|x ´ y|, κ ą 0,
be, respectively, a super- and sub- solution of
´ apxqu2 `Gpu1q ` βV pxq “ λ in I (A.6)
with
lim inf
xPI,|x|Ñ`8
upxq
1` |x| > 0.
Then
pv ´ uqpxq 6 pv ´ uqpyq for all x P I.
This comparison principle can be easily proved arguing as in the proof of Theorem
A.4–(iii) with the aid of the following lemma.
Lemma A.7. Let y P R and let I be either I “ p´8, yq or I “ py,`8q. Let vpxq :“
κ|x´y|, κ ą 0, be a subsolution to (A.6) where λ ą β ą 0. Then vpxq “ supwPS´pvq wpxq,
x P I, where we have denoted by S´pvq the set of bounded subsolutions w : I Ñ R of (A.6)
satisfying w 6 v in I.
Proof. Without any loss of generality, we can assume y “ 0. For every µ P r0, 1q we set
vµpxq :“ µvpxq. Since the function v0 ” 0 is a strict subsolution of (A.6) in I (due to the
fact that λ ą β ą 0 and Gp0q “ 0), by convexity of G we infer that vµ “ µv` p1´µqv0 is
a strict subsolution to (A.6) in I, i.e. vµ satisfies the following inequality in the viscosity
sense for some δ ą 0:
´ apxqv2µ `Gpv1µq ` βV pxq “ Gpv1µq ` βV pxq ă λ´ δ in I. (A.7)
Since vpxq “ supµPp0,1q vµpxq, we infer that it is suffices to prove the assertion by addition-
ally assuming that vpxq “ κ|x| satisfies (A.7) for some δ ą 0. For fixed n P N and ε ą 0,
we define ϕε,npuq :“
şu
0 gε,nptq dt for all u > 0, where
gε,nptq :“
#
1 if 0 6 t 6 κn
fpεpt´ nqq if t ą κn,
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with fpsq :“ e´s2 . Let C ą 0 be such that ´C 6 f 1psq ă 0 for every s > 0. An easy check
shows that ϕε,n is bounded and of class C
2 on r0,`8q, 0 ă ϕ1ε,n 6 1 and ϕ2ε,n > ´εC in
r0,`8q. Let us set vε,npxq :“ ϕε,npvpxqq. Then
vε,n 6 v in I, vn “ v in I X r´n, ns, v2ε,npxq “ κ2ϕ2ε,npvpxqq > ´Cκ2ε in I. (A.8)
Also notice that v1ε,npxq “ ϕ1ε,npvpxqqv1pxq and v1pxq have the same sign (either positive or
negative) and |v1ε,n| 6 |v1| in I. Since G is non–increasing in p´8, 0s and non–decreasing
on r0,`8q, we infer that Gpv1ε,npxqq 6 Gpv1pxqq for every x P I. So
´apxqv2ε,n `Gpv1ε,nq ` βV pxq 6 Cκ2ε`Gpv1q ` βV pxq 6 λ´ δ `Cκ2ε in I,
hence by choosing ε ă δ{pCκ2q we get that vn :“ vε,n P S´pvq. By taking into account
(A.8), we conclude that vpxq “ supnPN vnpxq, which clearly implies the assertion. 
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